



















































































































































A ちゃんの通う特別支援学校の音楽室（約 60 ㎡）で、月に２回、約 30 分の個別セッション
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Practical Use of “Play” to Promote Development  
of Communication Skills 
 
Considering the relationship between “performing” and “playing” 





For infants, ‘playing’ is a place to make connection between the inside and the outside 
world and to allow them to form social relationship with other people.  
When infant’s playing overlaps with another’s, affective contact and mutual 
communication becomes possible. However, when ‘playing’ has not developed enough or has 
damaged remarkably, infant will have a difficult relating with people affectively and 
sharing experiences with others’ and he/she will be left in a socially isolated state. 
Therefore, if an infant cannot play, we need to lead the infant to be able to play in order to 
promote communication skills. In music therapy, ‘performing’ becomes a joint playing space. 
Therapist will tune in and interact affectively with the client and indicate how to 
communicate with others, through playing music. 
In this paper, I will first examine the relationship between ‘playing’ and the ‘role of 
affection’ from Winnicott and Hobson’s theory and then discuss the connection between 
‘performing’ and ‘playing’. Later, I will explore the practical use of music to promote 
communication skills through a case study of music therapy session with a child with 
autistic spectrum disorder. 
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